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86th year, issue 2

XU 'welcomes'
gay students
BY MELISSA CURRENCE
Campus News Editor

I.n respo'nse to student activism on the inclusion of gays and
lesbians
campus last school
year, Xavier President Rev. James
E. Hoff, ,S.J., issued a letter and a
new statement of welcome concerning the· university posi.tion
about homosexuality.
·
"Discrimination against and
harassment of one member of the
University community by any
other member of the University
community" says the statement,
"strikes· at the· very heart of thil?
·institution."
Issued the day after the spring
2000 semester ended, the statement, along with Hoff's .letter, was
issued to all faculty and staff; The
statement received full support
and approval from the ~avier
Board of Trustees. The university, however, has not changed its
non-discrimination clause.
"This is a wonderful first step,"
said Dr. Ron Slepitza, -vice president for Student Development.
"It sends the right message that
everyone is welcome on campus."
. The petition, started by ·mem. bers of Amnesty Internatfonal 's .
OutFront group, had received
more than 1,200 signatures and
was backed by the Student Senate at the beginning of April.
"The welcome statement is a
good start," says the student government. "We now rriust look to
each other as members of the

on.

Xavier community to make sure
we actually live in a. welcoming
way."
The original petition requested
an addition of sexual orientation
to the university's non-discrimination clause or the issuing of a
statement welcoming gay and lesbian members of the Xavier community.
A proposed committee to discu.ss homosexuality on campus
has not been formed as of yet.
"[The committee] is still an op_tion," said Slepitza.
Junior Chris Seelbach, who
brought the petition to the StuCafeteria manager Matt Russo cooks up a storm in the new
dent Senate, is planning to conCintas. Center dining halL Inset: Freshmen Virginia Johnson
timie with the issue .. "This is a
and Laura Blankemeyer (left to right) soak up the atmosphere:
definite start," said Seelbach.
·~we will keep pursuing the issue."
•. According to Seelbach, plans
have been made to charter a social activist club independent of
While there may be some latibecause of where they were
Amnesty International whose
BY ERIN RYAN
tude
in terms of parking infracforced
to
park,
and
the
distance
sole purpose is to target the issue.
Asst. Campus News Editor
With the completion of _the they were having to walk to get tions for the first few days, violaHistorically, there has been
resistance from the administra- Cintas Center, the university now to class!" explained Xavier Police tors will be cited if parked in the
wrong areas of the lot.s.
tion to have a gay rights club. In ·has over 3,000 on-campus spaces Chief Mike Couch.
In addition to those parking
"We found this solution quite ·
1995, Student Senate recogryized for student:parking.
This new parking configura- reasonable. The commuter spaces restrictions, students· will also
a club called Xavier Against Homophobia .. The university denied tion benefits commuter. students turn over three or four times a day, notice certain spots in Cohen are
who have specially designated as opposed to the residential marked with either numbers or the
the club recognition.
·Angela Staubach, junior and sections in the North and Cohen spaces, which may be occupied letters "SCF."
The SCF spots (around 215.·XU Arnnesty International presi- parking lots. The front sections of by the same car for days or even
230 in all) are reserved for the
dent, called the statement a "posi- both lots are marked as "C" ar- weeks at a time."
eas, restricted to commuter parkResidents are permitted to park Schiff Family Conference center,
tive .step."
ing only.
only in the areas marked "R,"
"Historically, commuters · which are found at the bottom of
See Welcome, page 2 have' felt that they didn't matter,
See Parking, page 3
the North lot and in Cohen.

Dining .in
sty1·e:

Parking increases for students

On the move ...
.Various offices have relocated to accommodate the ongoing campus renovations. You will find these services in their new homes, as
_listed below.
The All Card Center is now located on the first floor of the Williams College of Business (CBA), right next door to the new home
of the Campus Bookstore.
The Cafe can now be found along with the Campus Dining offices in.the Cintas Center.
Campus Police has settled itself into the former Honors House (right off the north end of the residential mall, past Buenger) and the
Honors Center can be found on the first floor of Buenger Hall. All honors students will be given keys to the front doors of Buenger.
The Information Desk and Commuter Services have been combined into one office located in Nieporte Lounge in the basement of
CBA.
• · Now found in O'Connor Sports Center are the Career Services Center (first floor, main lobby), Student Services (first floor,
ticket office) and Student Government (Dolly Cohen Room).
Internatio~al Student Services can be found at 3804 Ledgewood Ave., and Student Development is in Walsh Hall. '
The Post Office has taken over Rooms ·1 and 2 in the basement of Logan Hall.
The Grill (Musketeer Inn) ·can now·be found in_ the former Faculty Dining Room on the second floor of Schott Hall.
The 24-hour Computer Lab is now sharing space with the Learning Lab on the first floor of Kuhlman Hall. Students using the lab
will enter through the side door, and thus will be in no danger of distiirbing residents of the .building.
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Cintas finishes as Gallagher Ce~ter begins ·
MELISSA CURRENCE

The University Center was deXavier Board of Trustees.
This will be the first time the
molished in July to start construc>xunewsroom@yahoo.com
tllila
Jet
PSWf '°"
HS!m;:!H!l'. 1 E l!l::J
•
tion on the new Gallallager Center;
As Xavier's campus is being in- home of men's basketball has been
a $15 million university center.
traduced to the Cintas Center, on campus since January 1984.
Construction is expected to be
contruction on the new Gallagher The past season was the last one to
completed
in 18 months. The
University
Center
has
begun.
be
played
at
the
Cincinnati
Gar'J
"
The Cintas Center _dining
Gallagher
Center
is slated to open
The
Cintas
Center
welcomed
dens.
hours for the school year are: .
·-·.Charles Nolte, in November of next year.
new
students
during
Mariresa
this
"This
has
been
long
overdue,''
·
Breakfast is Monday through
Graduate student
The center will include food serpast weekend after 30 months of said graduate student Charles Nolte
Friday 7:30 a.m. to 10: 15 a.in.;
vices,
a theater, a student lounge;
construction
and
$46
million.
The
of
having
men's
basketball
on
camSaturday and Sunday. brunch is
It has six conference rooms and offices, retail outlets, computer labs
facility
will
bring
men
and
pus.
"Before
I
came
here,
what
I
l l a.m. to 2:30 p.m.; lunch Monwomen's basketball and women's · knew about Xavier was through its a banquet center that can ac~om and learning .centers.
day through Friday is 11 a.m. to
modate over 800 people: The convolleyball
to campus. ·
sports program."
The·new university center's
2:30 p.m:; dinner (everyday) is
ference center will be used for re- main donor is Charles P. Gallagher,
The
arena
has
850
seats
out
of
The
training
rooms
is
will
serve
4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.in.
over 10,000 seats reserved for stu- all university athletes and employs unions, career fairs and wedding a 1960 Xavier graduate and, a. memGrill Hours:
receptions. The conference center ber of the Xavier Board of Trustdents
in a special section. The four~ · three full-time trainers.
Monday thrqugh Friday 7:30
is also reservable for students. ·
sided
score.board
hangs
in
the
. ees. He will.be personally paying
cen.
·
The
facility
will
allow
other
a.m. to 7:30 p.m., and 10:30 a.m.
Opus
N~rth
Corporation
of
Illifor one-half of the cost of constructer
of
the
arena
is
capable
of
video
.
major
events
to
happen
on
campus,··
to 7:30 p.m; on Saturday and ·
nois
directed
the
construction
of
the
·
tion for up to $7.5 million.
playback
and
computer
animation.
like
graduation.
Sunday. ,
. center and NBBJ of Los Angeles
The old university center was
The
Cintas
Center
is
named
in
The
Schiff
Family
Conference.
Skyline Chili Cart in Nieporte
was
the
architect.
built
in 1965.
of
the
donations
.from
·
·
·Center.
is
a
space
available
to
the
recognition
·Lounge:
With the Cintas Center now
the
Cincinnati-based
uniform
comCincinnati.community
for
area
busi·Monday through . Friday
pany whose CEO, .RobertJ. nesses or community organlza~ .. complete; construction crews have
10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.
.
Kohlhepp, is a member of the tions.
moved on to the Gallagher Center.
to 9:30 p:in., 7:30 a.m.to 2 p.m.
on Saturday; and 5:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. on Sunday.
Food Cart in 0 'Co1inor
Sports Center Lobby:
10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m., Monday
through Friday; closed Saturday
and Sunday.
l~i

l~

Campus News Editor

"[The Cintas
Center] is long
overuue..

l~

Ya gotta eat

· Condolences
Mrs. Dorothy Frank, sister of
Xavier Pre.sident Rev. James E.
Hoff, SJ,, passed away Monday,
Aug; 28. Memorials may be sent
to Xavier University. Please
. keep Fr.· Hoff and his family in
your prayers.
)

Class deadlines
The deadline for dropping
classes for 100 percentrefund
and avoiding a "withdrawn" on
your transcript, and' for adding
classes to your schedule is Fri- .
day, Sept. 1. To receive a full refund on books, you must have
your receipt and return the books
to the bookstore within one week
of the first class.

a

Time for peace
Tickets for the MiJlennium
Peace Celebration
are now on
.
.
sale. Tickets are free to XU students and children and are $5 for
adults. The interfaith gathering
takes place at the new Cintas
Center on Sunday, Sept. 24 at 2
p.m. For more information on
tickets or the events surrounding
the Sunday presentation, email
mpeace@xu.edu or call Brennan
Hill at 745- 2048.

.. Uppercl~ss b.oqsi;ng
to be ready next year
MELISSA CURRENCE
· Campus News Editor

Plans for the new student apartment complex have been announced and construction is set to
begin at the end of Septer:nber.
The complex (see above) will be
located on Herald Avenue, across
from the Cintas Center. The apartment complex will house upperclassmen in 273 private bedrooms
in two-, three~ and four- bedroom
apartment units.
It is. expected to be ready for students hi August 2001.
"It will definitely help stop campus waiting lists," said junior Jennifer Oddi. "I like living on campus and want to continue to."
The former Rainbo Building was
demolished to make room for this
complex.

Wedding bells

Police Notes

On Saturday, Sept. 16 and
Sunday, Sept. 17, the Xavier Players are ho.sting the Wedding of
Tina Vitale and Tony Nunzio. The
celebration dinner will be held
in the Cintas Center Ballroom
and will cost $20. Pick up an invitation at the Info Desk in the
Nieporte Lounge or call 7453202 or 745-3578 to reserve a
seat. Invitations will be held until Wednesday, Sept. 13. Seating
is limited, so call early.

Sunday,Aug.13, between midnight and 7: 15 a.m. -Acarwas
broken into while parked on the
street at the 3800. block cif
Ledgewood Avenue.The. window
was broken and a small amount
of change was stolen~ The proceeding night, a juvenile was arrested further up on Ledgewood
and is being questioned in relation to that break in.

Welcome:· Xavier.···
student reactions

Xavier chose Capstone Develcipment Corp. qfBirmingham, Ala.
to develop th'd'$t4 'rrlili'i'on' coiil'2"
plex.
·
Demarest and Associates is the
des'ign architect with Capstan
Building Corp. serving as the gen"
eral contractor.
The building was developed
with space for community use, laundry rooms and its own parking lot.
The new housing is being privately funded through the Collegiate Housing Foundation with taxexempt bonds.
The complex will increase campus housing_ to almost l,900 beds.

· continulled from page 1
"The gay. and lesbian commu'iiity '.fs :~ubjected ro the issue of
chasity," said Staubach. "There.is
a difference between sexual cirien- .
tation and sexual behavior that
needs to be recognized~ Someone's
sexual orientation is part of. a
person's idenity.
"Historically, it has been a risk
for universities to accept minorities. It would be a point of pride for
-XU to acceptgays and lesbians be- .
cause it is the right thing to do,"
said Staubach.
·
·. Junior David Endres said the
statement ''reminds all of us that
we are called to a chaste lifestyle.
It is in accordance to Catholic social teaching."
Junior Katie McHugh called the
statement "disappointing,"

Friday, Aug. 25, 12:30 a.In. ---:A visitor reported that someone
had broken the antenna off his car
while it was parked in the North
lot.·

lice to investigate a house party on
the 4200 block of Ivanhoe Avenue.
The large party of approximately
300-350 students was broken up by
Campus Police. The Norwood City
Police believes many of the students at the party were underage.

Friday and Saturday, Aug. 25
& 26 - In the course of the .two
nights, four underage students were
cited by Campus Police for underage possession and consumption of
alcohol. The students wili face internal disciplinary action.

.

.

Monday, Aug. 28, 9:30 a.m. Campus Police received a report
that two cars (one on campus and
one off campus) parked on the
3700 blm* of Ledgewood Avenue
had their windO\ys ~roke.n. and.par. Monday,Aug.28, 12:30a.m. - · :table· stereo. equipment was reCampus Police were dispatched on · moved.
· ·· · · · · · ·
·
the request of Norwood City Po- .

"It fails fo address· the real concern of discrimination," said
McHugh. "If [Xavie'r] truly wet-·
corned all, adding [sexual orientation] to the non-dis~dmiriation
clause wouldn't cause a stir." ·
Another junior, Sam· St~phens
said,"I was glad that the university
didn't sacrifice its Catholic
identitiy. It is a good way to treat
gay students with dignity without
losing any of our Catholic tradition."

PoliceN•
ofthe

week

Friday Aug. 18, 1:20
p.m. - A subject entered
the bookstore, removed a
$90 textbook and fled
without paying. The subject, who has not been apprehended, was des.cribed
as a male, approxima.tely
25-30 years old.

·cAMPUS ·NEWS
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,·.
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Parking· : more spaces

I

.I

· · ThefollowingisXavierUnivers.ity'sStatement onSexual Orientation With Fr. Hoff's accompanying.·.
letterteleasedon
May
5, 2000.
It. ..is· reprinted
. - ...
··• . ..
.... .. · ·. .. - ·
.
..
·,.'
·.·in.its
. entirey.
,

'

·.:

..·

-··

Xq1Jle.t-(:,Ommurifty_. and·Language.pertaining to sexual orientati9ii within official University documents.
Th~ i~s.ue h(ls',be,eri rais~d'.b~ the Fa~ulty•C(Jmmittee. and faculty Assembly,.by the Multicultural S~udent .
. .
.
'(Joncefl!s Com'f!iittee and most recently by the.Student Government Association. · ·
.~::'.~:.-;·->~.«.::.:·;···,:_ . >.·· .' .... , . "'' ... :-,.::., :_:;.·. . >. ·;,_''.':,·:·:·.. ·::·. . . .
.
. .
···.l

i'A~~o~dingty; •f'm·please#~to ~hare with you :(he att4ch4d l{ni~ersity stat~ment 0~ ·sexu~l orientation. .
· .J;hi.fst<i,(em:~nt·has;.been disdussed1J.otl{t[ieUiJiver,sity ExecutiveCQinmittee and•theExecu;ive Coinmittee:
·· qfKrivle.r',sBoardofTru.steerand.has thefylrsupport of both grtmps, . It is a st~teinent of~~lcome and not
· if~}ltnelz~~enftofhe U~iversity;s qffic{arnondiscri1;iinatic;n policy.·
· ·
··

· ' '<

. :. ·; Thi~: st.at,emelit of welcome· is really neither a begin~ing nor an. ~nding,; but an. ~fficial •. University
respcmse to a series ~fori[f oing conpems. .There wUlbe, r ni sureJurther discusskin. 'At a university, this
Js.qnlyproper. T~e question before all of us is how Xtiviei· University cambeiterful.fil( its mission as an
·. inst,it~[i()rt that is both a university and.Catholi~, in pg.rt, by becoming a progressjvelyma,re. welComing ·
commimity for all its members.
.
.
.
.
' . _ __

,

..

rto~kforwa~d to your own response in this ongo;,;i conv~rsationon 11ze. nature of xa~i~r as a .r~~uu,
Catholicuniversity and wish you all the bestin the workthatremainsforyouas this academic year winds
.

.

.•

·•. \Vannest regards. ·
· Sincerely,
: .~Jaf!!es.E.Haff,s.1.·
XavierUniversityStatement onSexual Orientation

,.-·

'.. .Central toXavierUniv~rsity's missioi\ and identity as a Catholic and Jesuit University is. its belief that·
all mer:nbers of the· University commu11ity .· ~. students, f11culty, staff, administration:and alumni- are
children ofGod, redeemed through His.Son, Jesus Christ. Flowing from this-shared and sacred identity is
the requirement that all' m.embers of the· University. community. intend nothing less. than the. happiness and
fulfillment of one another,-a fulfiHment that is,, while distinctly )1uman, nonet)1eless.di~ine in origin ..
. ·'

.. C~nsequently, di~c~imin~tion against and·h~rassm~ilt cifone membe~ or° the Uriiv,ersity com~unity by
· any other member of the University community strikes atthe very heart oft)1isinstitution. Roman Cathoiic
doctrine teaches us that such offences are especially egregious when directed against the· more vulnerable
and marginalized members of the community: Indeed, the Church teaches that special efforts to include
and.encourage these comiflunity members are always praiseworthy in God's .eyes.
It; must be.recogni~ed that gay and les~ian p~ople constitute one such vulnerabl~ population within the
University cmrimunity; Hence, this University s~ates unequivoca)ly that gay and:l&bian s'tlidents, faculty,
s~aff, administrators and alumni are welcome members of the University community, and that any prejudi.c1al thoughts· or actions directed· against them ·have· no. place "'.ithin our corrimuriity; Xavier University
commits :its~lf to welcoming all members of the University community; including its gay and lesbian
· ·
. members; asthe children of.God they are.

Not only does the University call upon e~ch and every one of its members to respect and honor all other
members as brothers 11nd sisters in the one Lord God, it also draws to the attention of all its members the
. tradition.al aricf wise Catholic .moral teaching:thatproperly locates sexual activity within the' relationship of ··
·.~man and a woma~ united.for life throu~h rn~rri~ge as husband ~nd wife. Our religious identity therefore
. impels us to recogmze the norm of chastttyfor everyone, whether homosexualor. heterosexual, just as that
s111T1e i~entity likewise
impels us to
recognize the "norm
of universal
love
and respect.
·
· ...
.. .
.·. . . . . .
.
.
.
.
.
_,.·

...

and the numbered spots are re- dozen cars are expected to be withserved for patrons of the Cintas out parking spots.
Furthermore, as all these· stuCenter, but only iii the case of spe~
cial everits.
·
·
dents neecl a resid.ential parking
"I encourage students to utilize permit to park in the driveways of
these parking spots ori a daily ba- the houses, campus security urges
sis," says Couch. "Only whenthere these students also to use the North
is a game or other event will they and Cohen· lots.
:be reserved, and we expect to have
Rather than gaining spots, howthe spots either marked or blocked ever, faculty cars have lost parking
. with cones as. indication."
due to the new and continuing camCouch also assures that no stu- pus renovations.
With the demolition of the Unidents ~ residents or commuters - will be expected to move for game versity Center and its back parking
days~ "There are only ·six or seven
lot, faculty and staff are now left
days we expect to have games go- with only 80 spots between the new
ing on at the same time as classes, . lot next to Husman and the small
.. and. it will be the game attendees .lots surrounding the Cintas Center.
who will have to find alternate The overflow will be searching for
parking."
. spots wfrh the rest of the students
Patrons of the Cintas Center who · at Cohen.
Faculty, however, will be prohibcannot park iil Cohen will be expected to park on side streets and . ited from taking parking spaces i.n
in other lots in the area, such as the. areas designated for comrimtBASF and F&W. TheNorth,South ing and. residential students.
.and Elet lots will remain open for Couch notes that 50 parking spaces
students' use only.
are being added to the Village lot,
· Students may also hav.e noticed . and the university expects this will
that the northwest end of free up sorrie space in the South lot
Ledgewood Avenue (in front of for faculty use.
In addition to the added parkCBA) is no longeropen to on-street
parking. These spots have been re- ing, Xavier will once again provide
served for truck loading anEJ un- a day shuttle, running about every
loading; specifically for the book- 10-15 minutes between 7:30 a.m.
store.
and 5 p.m. This 24-passenger veThese new restrictions were hicle will move people from Cohen
reached through an agreement be- (in front of the Lodge Learning
tween Xavier and the Cincinnati Lab) to the circle in front of
Police.
Bellermine, down Dana Avenue to
"Eventually," explains Couch, Elet and Joseph.
!'~he entire west side ofLedgewood
Couch and the university see the
ail the way up to. the intersection current parking situation as an imwith Dana will be no.parking."
provement over past years .
This change is also expected to
"Within two years, we have more
facilitate exiting traffic flow on than doubled the number of spots
event nights, when Ledgewood it1 the North arid Cohen lots," says
. Avenue will become a two-lane, one Couch~ "What we've heard from
way street leading toward Dana commuters is overwhelmingly
Avenue.
·
positive; and we hav.en'.t received
While this may distiirb some of any complaints or concerns from
the residents who live in the residents."
Ledgewood .houses;· only ~bout a

.~

'.

'

.1

· continued from page 1

··;-'

· > Tliis. iicad/,;1i¢ >:f:Rr h,4s ~itness#d ·~()~~er;ations ;regarding both gay qnd lesbian pe~ple within ·the ·

~~'

.

'

"DearMembers.onhe. Xavier UniversitYCommunity: .
·

.

• . Th~ University recognizes that somewilHeelthat amending theUniversity's non-discriminatfon policy
·.would constitute a preforable mode of declaring the University's stance ori this. issue. Giventhe illlprecise
legal definition of the terms involved anclthe ongoing attempts to codify shifting societal attitudes both .
t~roug~ statues a.nd legal precedent;.the University deems this step iin\\fise and inappropriate. The distinctions b~tween sexual orientation and sexual..conduct essential.to Catholic ~eaching rnay not be the chief
· consideraticm ofdvil authorities·and judicial ,bodies. As a Catholicind Jesuit University; Xavier University must always and will always avoid ariy attempts by external civil judicial bodies to determine how it
· · ·
may or may not conduct itself accordi.ng to its special religious identity."

DOUBLE XPOSURE
"Street Artist" by Erb~ Ryan

Graham w~llbe the nextpresident
MELISSA CURRENCE

1 According to the bylaws of the
after leaving to earn his Masters of
university, si~ilar to other Jesuit Divinity from the Weston School
As of Jan. l, 200 l, Rev. Michael universities, the president must be of Theology.
J. Graham, S.J., will be the· 34th a member of the Society of Jes.us. .
Graham. has served as a faculty
president of Xavier University.
"I will say that the two themes member and as an administrator.
The annouflcemen(was mad.e a most important to me," says Gra- From 1989 to 1995, Graham was a
few weeks after the end of the 2000 ham, "are enha,ncing the academic member of the department of hisspring semester. Uni~ersityPresi excellence of Xavier and strength- . tory. In 1994, Graham was apdent Rev. Jaines E. Hoff, S.J., an- ening our already good Jesuit- pointed vie~ president for univer.
.sity relations.
nounced in February he was goirig Catholic identity." ' ·
to retire.
.
...
It was originally planned that
Gr.aham is currently on sabbatiGraham had been the executive Hoff would stay in office until June cal i.mtil December. He
be
,assistant to the president this past 2001. With the approval of Gra- · co.mpleting his firial phase of Je- .
school year.
. . .
ham so qoickly, Hoff decided to suit training and servfog as a par· "I see it as a postive step that the . leave earlier.
ish priest at the Good Shep~erd
University is taking on leaders with
''Being a lame duck president Catholic Church in Blue Ash.
new and fresh perspectives:~ said for year is not good for Xavier
Joanna Kolber, senior.
University and it's not gOod for me:'
The ·announceme~t was ·made ·said Hoff..
after t~e approval from the ChiCago
:.Gr?ham fii"stc~~e to Xavier in.
Provirice ()fthe Society of Jesus and · 1984 as an adjunct professor of histhe Xavier Board of Trustees. tory. He returned to Xavier in 1988

Campus News Editor

will

a

Assistant Campus News Editor Erin Ryan took this pie~
ture of a street artist across from Trinity Unviersity in Dublin,
Ireland. Her family went on a 10-day tour of Ireland this
·summer.
Submit photos on campus to "Doubie Xposure Photo Forum;' ML 2129 or drop them off at the Publications House,
3739 Ledgewood Ave.

.....,.,'.
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OPlNlQN;S AND EDITORIALS
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THE· XAVU R NE:WSWI RE

NEW'SW't'RE

>Erin Nevius, Editor

>E-mail: 0P1N10Ns@xavier.xu.edu

- S T A F F .E D I T 0 R I A L -

Diversity dilelllma
Greetings, students! We here
at. The Newswire kn,ow many
things have happened this summer
to help -you -forget last semester,
but maybe you remember a dispute between the students and the
administration
over
the
university's non"discrimination
policy. The current policy does not
. cover the discrimination of gays
and lesbians, and though much of
the student body signed a petition
last year to have the policy
amended, the_ administration
voted it down'.
Kudos to the administration for
listening and replying to its students about part of the issue. A
welcoming statement on sexual
orientation was issued and can be
found in the student handbook.
The statement ciarifies the
university's discrimination policy
as it applies to the gay and lesbian
community, and stresses that
Xavier welcomes these students,
faculty and staff with open arms.
The Newswire appreciates the
administration taking the students
demands seriously enough to issue a reply to the petition, but
some questions still remain. The
statement is dated Friday, May 5,
2000. Everyone was either gone
or in the process of leaving campus that day.
We find it interesting that this
statement was issued so late in the
year, .and with so few students ·
around to read it.
The firsrthree par~graphs are
very cordial and inviting, saying
all the members of the university
community are loved for being
children of God, and discrimination against any one of them by·

another member of the. community is unacceptable.
The last_two paragrap~s go_ into
the university's reas_ons for not
amending the non~discrimination
policy. It states as Catholics, the
norm at. the university should b_e
chastity, whether homosexual or_
heterosexual. It says Xavier will
follow the beliefs of the Church
that homosexual acts are morally
wrong--no matter what "external
civil judicial bodies" have to say
about it.
The statement ends on a judgmental note, which seems to be
saying to the gay and lesbian com- munity, you are wrong, and this
'
. . .
. ·'
..
. is why you are wrong, but you are
BY LORI GO,ETZINGER
welcome here in spite of it. This
hope that. students will give party- limite,d options when it comes to
ing a restand instead choose an al- Friday night.
is no way to make ~n already ·
Assistant Op-Ed Editor
As the fall semester begins we cohol- free Friday night. The group
· small and controversial sect of the
C.A.R.E: has created a new latewill all forget about the boring days lobbied for O'Connor Sports Cen- night option on campus; They are
Xavier community feel as though
of summer when it seemed like . ter (OSC) to extend its hours on_ Fri- giving students an alternative to althey belong and are welcome. _
there was nothing to do but work, days to allow students to_ use the· . cohol, something many students on.
Though the statement was a
sleep and complain. We will soon facilities, for recreational purposes. this campus feel is necessary.
nice gesture it doesn't change anybe overcome with· classes, .work,
thing: There is still nothing in
·The Residence Life staff is givextracurricular activities arid of
Xavier's non-discrimination
ing the new OSC hours its full supcourse, socializing,
policy that protects the rights of
port. _Resident assistants are
Sunday through Thursday there
the gay and lesbian community. '
encouraing their wings to att~nd in
. is not a bored soul on this campus ..
Seeing as Xavier is located in
an effort to support the change and
·We run from classes to meetings· to
the only city in the country that
curb drinking on campus ..
~o
catch a quick dinner and at the end .
has no clause in its non-discrimiThe support of the students is
of the day we can all reflect on evnation policy to protect the gay
especially important for the success
erything we did not do that day that·
and lesbian community, we, would.
of this event. When put into perwe should have. ,
like to. think aCatholic institution
speetive there is really nothing to
a differHowever;\veekends
would want·tc.l act as .a moral
lose; There are sei:iously thousands
. entstory; When Friday' and Saturleader in this city and ext~nd its
of Friday nights in a lifetime and
day come along the campus is imhand to everyone, just as Jesus did.
what could be -more fun than hang.
mediately transfonned.
Unfortunately, it looks as though
ing out with a group of your best
There are few. university~spon
we may have a long hard road
friends?
_. _ •
sored events on weekends that ocFriday, Sept. 1 is the kick -off.
ahead of us before Xavier decides
So if this Friday . or anYafter
cur on a regular basis, leaving stu~ The gym will stay open until; 1 a.m. you. find yourself sitting around
to thoroughly and unconditionally _
dents to find their own methods of Saturday hours have also been
welcome its gay and lesbian popu- · ·
your room with nothing to do or·
entertainment. I am sure we all tended until.8 p.m. They will raffle dreading preparations for yet anlation.
know what entertainment most stu- off prizes for students that _attend. ·:other X'avjer party, get some
dents enjoy on Friday and SaturFor many of us t~e m_ain point friends tqgether and walk over to
day nights.
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of a weekend is to relax. It has taken OSC. You may be pleasantly sur- .
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BY ERIN NEVIUS

two million in California this year.
Proposition 36 would provide the,
How do you feel about people option to offenders arrested fordrug
who use 'drugs? Are they horrible possession of entering a drug treatcriminals who need to be locked · ment center for up to 18 months. If
away before they start selling crack they complete the program, their
to school children? Are they mis- records are clean. This would allow
guided souls who only need a little roughly 24,000 people a year to stay
T.L.C before going on to become out of California's prison system,
a presidential candidate? Where do not to mention kicking their bad
you think convicted drug offend- habits for good.
ers should go to get clean?
· Anti-drug warriors believe that
·According to the Aug .. 28 issue Proposition 36, if passed,
be too
of Newsweek, a majority of voters mlich like letting drug users get off
in California support a proposition scot free. They believe if drug usto end the jail terms of those con- ers are not punished for their crimes
victed of possessfon Man illegal they will coritiriue to commit them
drug and substitute a drug treatment again ·and agalri.
program instead: Proposition 36
I disagree with the reasoning the
will appear on California ballots anti-drug crusaders are using to disthis fall, and the state with the high-. pute Propostion 36; and here's \vhy.
est ratio.of imprisoned drug offend- Take your average heroin addict.
ers in the country seems to be in _Now, do you think they are using
favor of it.
·
this horrible drug that will eventuMandatory sentencing laws for ally kill them because they get a
drug offenders passed in the 1980s ·kick out of breaking thelaw?Idon't
have caused an increase from t~ink so. They use these drugs be-.
500,000 immates in 1980 to over cause they are addic'ted to the.:n __:
Op-Ed Editor

will

option

mentally, physically, emotionally
addiCted.
Serving a jail sentence is not always going to make an addict want
· to kick his habit. Being in a rehabilitation center for 18 months
. might be a little more effective. I'm
not saying they don't deserve to be
punished for breaking the law, but
I am convinced that getting them
off the drugs is the way to keep
them from committing this crime
again and again.
So this is_ the issue that Californians will be facing this fall - do
-we help drug abusers, or do we
punish them?We've tried incarcerating them and all that does is create a demand for more prisons.
Maybe it's time we tried something
else.
And, oh yeah, if Proposition 36
is passed in Calfornia, i would start
looking for it in other states~
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W~AT

is your favorite summer memory?

"Going to cross
country camp."

"Going to the
Bahamas;"

"Following the
Dave Matthews
Band."

canoeing in
Canada."

-Brittany Kitchen ·

-Kat Mihlbachler
-Dave·
Winterhalter

.· fr~~/iman ·

-Kyle Hennessey

. "Going on a 'float'
trip."
-Amy Schell·

freshman

senior

freshman

junior

,< .. :, ..
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Vaccine questions answered for the ,needle queasy
Dear Doc,
I was kissing a girl who
found out she has mono. How
long until I am in the clear?
Signed, Living in .Fear
Dear Living in Fear,
The incubation period is 45
days.

Dearnoc,
· I am student teaching this
year in an elementary school
and I. don't think I have ever had
the chicken pox. Should I get
the chicken pox vaccine?
Sincerely, All Poxed Out

Dear Ali Poxed Out,
. If you can't confirm from your
parents that you had chicken pox,
we can do a blood test to check
for immunity. If you are not immune, I'd recommend the vaccine
if you intend to teach elementary
school. ·
·

to scare me away from getting
a belly ring?
Sincerely, Belly Ring Girl
Dear Belly Ring Girl,
A keloid is an overgrowth of
tissue in response to an injury or
sometimes
spontaneously.
Keloids occur more commonly in
African American individuals.

Dear Doc,
I am thinking about getting a belly button ring but my
Dear Doc,
Another shot!! Ouch!!
mom told me that I'll get a nasty
My mom wa'1ts me to' get that
keloid scar.
I though you could only get Meningiti~ shot.· I am afraid of
keloids from· branding. Is this shots. What's up with this shot?
true or is my mom just trying ·
Signing off, Pin Cushion

Dear Pin Cushion,
The CDC (Center for Disease
Control) and the American College
Health Association recommends that··
students consider getting the meningitis vaccine. The vaccine covers
a common. strain of bacterial meningitis. Students at the highest risk
are freshmen who live in resident
'halls.
You· can get the vaccine at the
Health and Counseling Office. For
more information on the disease,
how it is spread, and current college
cases go· to their web site at http://
ww x u. ed u/s tudev /h I the ntr/
mening.htm.

Questions answered by Dr. James
Ko11erma11. D1: Ko11erma11 is the
medical director of the Health and
Counse_ling office and is also in prac- ·
-tice at this private office in Hyde
Park.
Questions for Doc Talk can be
dropped off at the Health and Counseling Center.

w.
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____ value.
F1(£/;. o,uJe!~ck to School Gifts
with $120 in purchases·
Discover the rewards of shopping at Florence Mall. With S120 in same day receipts get two
·$5.00 gift certificates from new stores Abercrombie & Fitch~•
and Gap, plus a choice of a back pack or a zipped organizer with a· calculator.
WHILE SUPPliES lAST. RECEIPTS FROM DEPARTMENT STORES ARE NOT ELIGIBLE. GIFTS ARE AVAllABLE AT CUSTOMER SERVICE.

•
DON'T FORGET TO CHECK OUT THE FAB FALL SELECTIONS AT POPULAR NEW STORES:

Abercrombie & Fitch
GAP, GAPKids .
American Eagle
Express
Limited Too
·Eddie Bauer
Journeys
Gadzooks

.

'

'\

-~~··

·:

SHAKESPEARE -HAD TO· GET HIS START
-SOMEWHERE. SO DO YOU.
Write fo-r The Newswire.
.

.

Call.x3607 and ask for Jonathan or stop by the Publications House.
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ONE .MAN'S TRASH IS ANOTHER MAN'S CLASSIFIED AD
(THAT MAN, OF COURSE, BEING
OUR OWN LANCE. CALL HllM
. AT·X3561 AND HE'LL HELP YOU
SELL ALL THOSE THINGS vo·u
DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO
·WITH.)
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>-Joe Angolia, Editor
>-Sports Desk: 745-2878
>-SPORTS@xavier.xu.edu •

2000Women's
soccer schedule
DATE OPPONENT
SEPT.
3
@WISCONSINMILWAUKEE
8
CAL-BERKELY *
10
LOYOLA
MARYMOUNT*
@KENTUCKY
15
16
ALUMNI (EXH.)
20
DAYTON
22
OREGON**
24
TENNESSEE **
@LASALLE
29
OCT.
l
6
8
13
15
20
22
27
29

@FORDHAM
DUQUESNE
ST.BONA.
@TEMPLE
@ST. JOSEPH'S
RHODE ISLAND
UMASS
GEO.WASH.
VIRGINIA TECH

NOV.
3-5
A-10 TOURNEY
AT XAVIER
*GAMES AT LOYOLA
MARYMOUNTTOURNEY
**GAMES AT TENN.
BANK TOURNEY
HOME GAMES IN BOLD

2000Men's
'
soccer schedule
DATE ·OPPONENT
SEPT.
1
@STANFORD
3
@FRESNO ST.
8
WRIGHTST.
9
@LOUISVILLE
12
ALUMNI (EXH.)
16
@WISCONSINGREEN BAY
17
@WISCONSINMILWAUKEE
20
CINCINNATI
24
@BUTLER
EVANSViLLE
26
29
LASALLE
OCT.
1
FORDHAM
6
@DUQUESNE
8
@ST.BONA.
13
TEMPLE
15
ST. JOSEPH'S
20
@RHODE ISLAND
22
UMASS
25
DAYTON
27
@GEO. WASH.
29
@VIRGINIA TECH
NOV.
3-5
A-10 TOURNEY AT
RHODE ISLAND
HOME GAMES IN BOLD

Owls get boost
Temple guard Quincy
Wadley, who earned the A-10
Championship's Most Outstanding Player award, has been .
granted another year of eligibility.
-Joe Angelia
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Musketeers off to· 0~2 start
XU women shut out in pair· of losses to Indiana,. UC
BY SEAN

O~BRIEN

from Indiana, she made her Xavier
·debut Saturday against her former
teammates.
After a sluggish first 15minutes
of play the Musketeers woke up and
played well for the rest of the game
butcouldn 't overcome the two-goal
deficit.
' ·
·
Quinn obviously wasn't satisfied
· with the loss or the shutout but
thought his team.played well.
· "Indiana is a very good team, we·
were very competitive with them
but we just couldn't take advantage
of our scoring opportunities," said
Quinn.
Though they were unable to register a goal, he felt they were "very
capable of winning the game."

Asst. Sports Editor.·

This year's women's soccer
team will be head coach Ron
Quinn's most complete team thathe has coached at Xavier~ following two straight seasons in which
the te.am advanced to the Atlantic .
l 0 Championship game.
In 1998, the Musketeers earned
an automatic bid to the NCAA·.
Tournament after winning the A10 Championship. They nearly repeated the feat last year, before
. losing in the closing seconds. With
all the pieces seeming to be in
place, the XU women should have
no problem making a third straight
appearance in the conference
championship game. .
Leading the way wil! be eight
seniors: Kassey Wagner, Mary Sue
Wolfer, Suzanne Bain, Laura De
Vore, Margaret Broe, and tri-captains Erin Coley, Annette Gruber
and Lisette Thiel.
Five of these eight are returning starters and will help provide
veteran leadership throughout the·
whole season.
Gruber, a three-time First Team
All A-10 selection, needs 47 points
this year to surpass her sister
Amanda (who scored 160 points
before graduating in 1997) and
move into first place on XU's alltime list.
Last season, Gruber finished
second in the A-IO in scoring with
51 points, after leading the team
in both goals (20) and assists (ll) ..
She needs just one assist to break
the tie with her sister for first place
on the all-time assist list (they currently have 26 apiece).
Coley, also a First Team All AIO selection, will be the leader in
the middle of the field. Coley is a
hard worker and can be counted on
all season long. She started every
game last season except for senior.
night.
Anchoring the defense will be
Thiel. An excellent defender, Thi~[
will be responsible for shutting
down th.e opposing team's best offensive players. .
On top of the seven returning
starters - Coley, Gruber, Thiel..
Wolfer, Broe, junior Liz Singer and
sophomore Tricia Ruszkowski this year's team features goal-

I

· ;: · ·

PHOTO COURTESY OF SID

Senior Annette Gruber needs 47 points this year to move into first
place past her sis.ter Amanda on XU's all-time scoring list.
keeper Megan Veith, a sophomore outlook on the season. He hopes
transfer from Indiana University, this well-blended team can get back
and six very talentedfreshp;ien.
to the A-10 Championship game
The highlight of the ~~cruiting and into the NCAA Tournament.
class of 2004 is midfielder Linds·ay
And H that's the case; the MusYonadi from Boca Raton, Fla. She . keteers will benefit from a
was heavily recruited by many homefield advantage as this year's
schools due to her outstanding high A- IO Tournament will be played at
school career. Yonadi scored 91. XU's own Corcoran field.
career goals and had 57 care~r' asINDIANA 3, XAVIER 0
sists. She was also a four-time allThe women's soccer team started
city, all-conference and all-county
off their seasqn this past Saturday
selection.
Also included in this great re- with a disappointing 3-0 shutout
loss to Indiana University.
cruiting class are five others The Musketeers had six shots on
midfielders Nicole Giesting from
Cincinnati, Allison Sheehan from goal, with their first coming with
North Andover, Mass., and Tyne just nine minutes remaining in the
Stoc.k from Mechanicsburg, Penn., first half of play.
Xavier fell b.ehind 1-0 just two
midfielder and defender Tracey
Kennedy from Lakeside.Park, Ky., minutes into the game when IU.
and forward Tracy Veith from Cin- freshman Emily Hotz scored the
first of her two goals of the evening.
cinnati.
Her second goal came just IO
All six of these freshmen should
see significant playing time thi!! sea- minutes later when her shot shortson.
hopped Xavier sophomore goalQuinn has a very opptimistic keeper Megan Veith. A transfer

On Tap

•

~~.#m~f~

Friday, sept. 1
•Men's soccer at Stanford
at 5 p.m.
•Volleyball at Univ. of South
Carolina Tournament

Saturday, Sept. 2
•Volleyball at Univ. of South
Carolina Tournament
•Men's golf at Columbus
State lnvitationa'l

•Men's soccer vs. Fresno State
at 2 p.m.
•Men's golf at Columbus State
Invitational

Monday, Sept. 10
•Men's soccer vs. Wright
State at 7 p.m.
· •Women's soccer vs. CalBerkeley at Loyola Marymount
Tournament at l p.m.
•Volleyball in Xavier
· Tournament at Cintas Center

Saturday, Sept. 9
•Men's soccer vs. Alumni

GAME
of the

WEEK
XAVIER VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT

Sept. 8-9 at Cintas Center

Friday, Sept. 8

Sunday, Sept. 3
•Women's soccer vs.
UW-Milwaukee at l p.m.

(Exhibition) at 7. p.m:
•Volleyball in Xavier
Tournament at Cintas Center

CINCINNATI 4, XAVIER 0
The soccer version of the
"Crosstown Shootout" took pl~ce
last night at Corcoran Field. A large
and enthusiastic crowd was on hand
· to witness the bad guys win last
night.
Unfortuantely the women's team
came up shortin their home opener
and the B'earcats cruised to a 4cO
shutout victory.
Scoring all four of UC's goals
was freshman forward Kimberly
Jedlo. Two of her goals came on
nice passes that got through the
Xavier defense. The other· two were
aided by XU's sloppy passing and
lucky strikes on the ball. Regardless, she scored four goals and was
too ~uch for ttie Musketeer defense
to handle.
Xavier struggled to get decent
scoring opportunites all game long,
and when they ·did, their shots on
goal weren't very strong . .Either
credit the UC defense or Xavier's
lack of creating good chances.
Through their first two games they
have not scored a goal.
The Muskies will try and improve upon their 0-2 record this
Sunday as they travel to the University. ofWisconsin-Milwaukef; to
do battle with the Panthers. After
that, it's a trip out to California and
then to the University of Kentucky.
They return to Corcoran Field on
Wednesday,· Sept. 20 to face the
University of Dayton.
·

•Women's soccer vs. Loyola
· Marymount at Loyola
Marymount Tournament at 2
p.m.

Home soccer games take
place at Corcoran Field.
Home volleyball games take
place at Cintas Center.
Home games are in bold.

Sorry guys and gals, but we
got nothing this week. It's the
beginning of the school year
and things aren'texactly up and
running yet in the world of
sports. Therefore, we figured
we'd give a little promotion to
the volleyball tournament that
will take place in the Cintas
Center next weekena. Clear
your calendar and watch the XU
women rack up some kills.
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¥ollefb-all seeks ~lusive A-10 title

-_ Young.players·:will-be calledupon.to::zead:Muskies
to·the next.level
..
.

.
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·.·
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. '
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-· - - _r~er with a:379. hihing perce9tag~: .

.BY JOE ANGOl.iA
: : .·Sports .~ditoi

_. Duripg her. senior season, :she tal~
liead. co~ch' :F1oyd 0,eato_n wi_n - - lied 251 dig~:and 45aces while be-have_ two major holes to filJ ..if.hi!> ·._ ingnarned to:the 1999~2000All-Ne-· -' team hopesfo advance: to theA~W -.-. braska First Team and guiding her
Champion~hlpTournameri(for,the >high school fo a44-1 record.and the_ -.
_
.-_•- sta~e chall}piqnship~ . _. .. .
.__
- third 'straight~ y~ar. ·'·
-: L~styear's gtadttating class in'." -·' :Cockerel, (jo 1 from Louisville, -.
cludedtwo the _most pfoductive · Ky., earned third-p::am All-State _
p_layers ever to wear a Musketeer. honors her senior-y~ar and was a
tiriif6rrii~---,.
.
,·, . _ , ·.·· rnemberofthenunibertwoteam'in .·
Gone are outside hitter Beth .the nation ih 1999. · , .
.
.
· · . Qste~day and middle bIOckerJenny -._.
. .OUTSIDE HITIERS ·
Janszen. A three-year ail-confer-'. .
ence seiectfori, Osterday finished ·_- . Osterday!s departure is c~sh-her career at.Xavieras the all-tiine ·.. ioned by the strength of the junior
digs leader ·(1_,72S) and third: all~ · duo of Sara Bachus and Jill Hamp-·
time in kills(l,J84). , · ··
·. ton .
. J~nszeri earned all~confereiic~ ~
"The•- outside· is basically _the:.
honors in 1999, and finished sixth · muscle of our team," said Deaton. · ·
in kills (l,291) on the all-time list
. B~chus,-.pqssiblytheteam's most .
. The Jo~~ of such pro'ductive cqmplete.player, earned all-con-.·
players will force Deaton to rely.on _ fererice honors lastseason after reseveral young player~ to step in and: ' cording 380 kills ~nd 32 l digs. .
prove themselves early. on: if the-.·
Last season, Bachus notched 23.·
' team is to repeat the siiccess it has.'. _kills th.ree separate times and 21 digs
enjoyed the last two seasons (19- twice. Her big~game ability is some- ·
l_O inl998 and 23~8 in 1999).
_ thing the Musketeers will rely
- ·· "I think that we will be very - h~avily upon in the early going.
young.We have to have great lead~ · - : Offensive-potential is something ..
ership t9, be SUCC(!SSful," said Hampton has plenty of. Last season,:
De&_ton, riow entering his 11th year . Hampton .recorded- the most shot
.
· .
PHOTO COURTESY OF SID
as-XU head coach. · ·
attempts of anyone on the team· Senior Tami Ores averaged 13.46 assists per game -before
(951), but ranked just third -in kills · suffering a season-ending knee injury last season, and will be
counted on to produce similar numbers this year.
with 321 kills.
MIDDLE BLOCKERS
Janszen 's departure leaves a gapfensive leadership when the game the summer serious and does what
ing hole at middle blocker. which
they need to do to be the starter."
is on the line.
seve_raf ymmg players
vie to fill.
Last 'season, Yasuhara totaled
. Fr-ont--rm:mers, include. so.pho-.
204 digs i'ticluding garite-high 17 . ROUNDING OUT THE SQUAD
mores J(ate Wygant and Andrea
against
Morehead. State..
·
With three more sophomores
.
and a pair of freshmen, Deaton has
SETIERS
a seemingly endless well of young
Th_e tliggest competition. for talent to draw from.
·
playing time; though, comes at set- - · Sophomores Jessica Fluellen,
ter'where senior Tam(Ores will Courtney Fuller and Toni Boutin
-look to regain the starting spot she wiH all try_ to fight their way into
Jost to junior Amari.da Rohling the crowded Musketeer lineup .
. when Ores went down with a seaFluellen received a medical
son~ending knee injury.
redshirt after suffering a seasonBefore tier injury,. Ores· was ending injury last season.
leading the team in hitting percentBoutin saw action in 25 matches
age (.380) and had directed the du~ing her rookie season. For the
Musketeers to a 13-5 record.
year, Boutin racked up 42 kills and
Despite being thrown into the 49 digs, including a season-high six
starting lineup with little time to kills against UMass.
prepare, Rohlirig played well and
Fuller will see action primarily
.-guided:'the team to a 10-3 ~ecord as a defensive specialist. Last seaas the starting setter.
son, she suffered a mild stress fracBoth players are able and pro- · ture that sidelined her for six weeks.
duced similar numbers, with Ores·
Newcomers Kelly Eichman, 5dishing outl3.46 assists per game 1 l out of St. Ursula Academy in
compared to Rohling's 11.52.
Cincinnati, and Beth Stradlirig, 5-8
"It's a pleasant problem," said out of Baltimore, will need to catch
Deaton. "Right no~, all I can say Deaton 's eye early if they have any
is that the best one will play. A Jot hopes of seein~ significant playing
of that will depend on who takes time.

9f

will

a

WHAT TO .LOOK FOR
As has come to be a tradition for
the. Musketeers, the team's mettle
will be tested early and often during the beginning of th~ season.
Three tournaments; including
one hosted by the XU women at the
Cintas Center, willfeature matches
against Duke, South Carolina, Virginia, Wyoming and Pittsburgh.
The early tests though will give
Deaton a quick assessment of his
team as they head into conference
play on Sept. 22 against Rhode Island.
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"Term To Term'' Education Special
Internet Access from today until Dec 23

;-

$35~95

HEL.P WANTED.
DO YOU KNOW
ANYTHING- ABOUT SPORTS?
·cAN YOU WRITE? INTELLIGENTLY?
HELP US OUT.
CALL JOE AT
745-2878.
I

.

-

Includes average use of 3 hours/day + 2 email
· $44.95 for average use of 6 hours/day + 2 email
Sigri up on,-line af:

WWW ;speedspan.com/XU

•
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Mike~Editor

Diversions Desk: 745-2878

xucflllefS@hdinaiLcom
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In search of an exCellent dilling Ila.bit
FREQUENTINGHABIT'SCAFEISA.GOODHABIT ••• SOLONGASYOUEATHEALTHYSO!\'!~'('IMES;;

CIU1l.B*ll-.......wro..Dl'4t

Go Broadway

BY RACHEL NAPOLITANO AND
. SCOTT HOLZKNECHT

Tickets are currently on sale
Contributing Wri~ers
. .
for the Sept. 26-0ct~ 8 perfor- (
·..
A n\ce break· from the usual
mances of "Fosse" at the Aronoff.
Hyde Park dining scene can be
"Fosse" is the winner of the
found. down Madison Road iri.
1999 Tony Awards for Best Mu- ·
Oakley Square in the 20-year-old
sical, Best Lighting and Best Orestablishment called Habit's Cafe.
chestrations.
You can enter through one of two
Performances run Tuesday
doors t_hat lead. to either the bar area
through Saturday at 8 p.m., Sunor the main dining 'room.
day at 7:30 p.m., with Saturday
Our casual hostess Katie told us
and Sunday matinees at 2 p.m.
we could sit anywhere we liked, so
Ticket prices range between
we chose the b.ooth under the weird
·$35-$62. Half-price student rush
French watercolor(we are restaurant
discount tickets are available at
cdtics, not art critics). .
the Aronoff Center box office
Glancing around the place, w'e dis·two hours prior to curtain time of
. cussed the dark wood finish on the
any performance, including Fribooths, the decorative arch thatsepaday and Saturday evenings. Stu-·
. rated us from the ba(area, the posters
dents are limited to two tickets
that looked like Wild West .wanted
per valid ID.
ads and the framed retired .bar taps.
For more information, c~ntact
Suggesting the danger. keeping·
the Broadway Series office at
good habits without indulging the
241-2345.
darker ones, a picture of a Victorian
lady harigs on the wall, pronounc~
ing, "I have rio bad habits, but I'm·
willing to learn."
.
The rich visual and sculptural
Both this room and the bar. (as ·
legacy of African-American art is we would later find out). were dec'o~
on. display now through Oct. 22 rated with a style that transcended
at the Taft Museum of Art with genre with its multiple themes. Ban- Located in Oakley off MadisC>n Road; Habi~'s Cafe serv~s
variety of beverages, appetizers ...
the exhibition The Great Migra- jos and hockey sticks hung from the and dishes at m. oderate
prices.
All
this
and
an
lriteresting
atmosphere
await riotfar
from the XU
·-··..
...
'
.
.
.
.
.
tion: Tlze Evolution of African walls, but-they didn't land in your . campus.
American Arr, 1790~ I 945.
dinner as they might in sports bars.
The exhibition .boasts 49
The menu also refused to be pi- Healthy Habits - including the dard fare .with nothing priced .
Prices were moderate - the
paintings, sculptures, drawings, geonholed, offering Italian, Cajun and salad selections iike taco s_alad, over $3.
beers 11rciund $3, appetizers gen- .
watercolors, prints and photo- Tex-Mex dishes.
which offered the option of taco
If you still have room for des" erally around $5 and the sandgraphs borrowed from 19 public,
..
sert, ask the wait.staff, becausdt wi,ch~~,}i;.~u!1t$7: I~~-S.f!.~_ice
Upon recommendation, we or- sauce as the dressing\)
private and corporate regional dered a plate
. . ' . .
'Aff lflpits Plat~ is nof on the m~nu.' They 'serve was'.excellent ·_:_:our )ritigs nev~r
collections.
of
potato
.ters come with ~egular, chocolate,· German· dried - ye{casuaf Props· to
The Taft Museum of Art is· rags an
fries, pickles· ~nd a. chocolate and raspberry cheese- mlnirrtalist serving. Nextiime'.we
open Monday through Saturday appetizer
side of slaw. The cake.·'-. .. · .. · · · .. ·
willvisitcinSundaynightfottheif
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sun- that should
fish and chips
. If y~u do· hop overt() the bar famed Opel1 Mic Night:, , ...
day from 1 p.m. to· 5 p.m ..
be
shared
.bragged ofAlasJcan · after your meal, 'the under 21 · It was nice to firid'a hometown
Admission is $4 for adults, $2 with a date,
· Snow Scrod and the crowd can be entertained with original iri contrast icfthe".r¢s'taufor seniors and students, .free for or multiple
ostrich
burger varieties of Jones' Soda; Several .· rant chainsinvadirigc'Xavier's surall those 18 or younger and free dates if you.
claiJ11ed to be extra . thingsabo~(this drink mad~ us roundin.g' neighbbrhriods. ...
.
. to all on Wednesdays and Satur- are a stud.
lean. and high in want to pick up a bottle. Intrigu". ~ Over;al,~Habit;s proved to.have
days.
They give
. protein, meriting an ing flavors like Creme Soda, Blue uppercrust class at Butternut
you quite .a
order. TO our as.:. Bubblegum and Vaniila Colli en- . prices. Habit's appropri~tety
few
rags.
tonishrnent, ttie OS- ticed us. Their promise to throw claims that "this cafe couid beThis
dish
trich burger did not drinkers' fayorite photos on the· com~ .a new h~~if'.°becaUs.e' we
consists
of
i
taste like chicken; labels started' us dreaming of our h~ve added it to the lon'g; list of
It's time for the Cincin.nati
sh
r
e.d
de
d
but.
instead a tasty 15 minutes of fame. ·· ·
Pops Orchestra's popular Conofbacon,
ranch
hamburger.
hash
browns,
bits
certs in the Parks.
Maestro Erich Kun:z;el and the dressing, diced tomatoes and _ · Homestyle Habits boasted of
Cincinnati Pops will bring the topped with shredded cheddar. Af- the "Made from Scratch"
music of Beethoven, Cole Por- ter you get past the grease, you'll Meatloaf, and the some of ,the
ter, lving Berlin, Elton John and find it to be a delicious start to the Habits Zandwiches resembled
Randy Newman to five Greater meal, just be sure t6 re-check your our cafeteria's wraps. Among
these was the East-Meets-West
Cincinnati locations Aug. 29 HDL count afterwards.
With,
our
appetizer
and
into
our
Zaridwich,
which offered grilled
through Sept. 7.
meal,
we
sampled
from
Habit's
modchicken,
toasted
sesame dressing
Performances are on Friday,
est
yet
surprisingly
diverse
beer
sein
a
tomato
basil
pita.
Sept. 1 and Thursday Sept. 7 at 8
lection.
The
only
uncommon
brew
We
enjoyed
. the Bayou
p.m. at Sawyer Point.
on tap was Cumberland Ale, but the Chicken Zandwich, which was a
bottled assortment offered British and cold wrap of chicken and co le
German imports and some-tasty do- slaw under the. bay~m dressing,
mestics like Blue Moon.
with pasta salad on the side.
Perusing over the menu, we found
· Habits for Kids was the stan-

of

Black history art

'upa

.,

Pops concert

/

Season tickets

Tickets are stilJ available for
the Broadway Series' 2000/2001
six-show package.
·In addition to "Fosse," the
2000/2001 season includes "The
Sound of Music;" "The Scarlet
Pimpernel," "Cinderella," "The
Best Little.Whorehouse in Texas"
and "Fiddler on the Roof."
Exact seat locations can be
confirmed by calling the season
tiCket hotline at 800-294-1816
or by. stopping by the Broadway
Series ticket office.

New·· Releases

live Wires

;.1!;1~;?~
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The following discs are due for release on or before Aug. 29 ...

The Scorpions, Moment ofGlory (MCA) ... Agent Orange, This, ThatN-The Other Thing (Cleopatra) ... Bim Skala Bim, Krink/e (BeatviHe} ...
2gether, 2gether Agai11 (TVT) ... The Churchhills, You Are Hear (Universal) ... K.G.B., Tire Space Cadet (DreamWorks) ... Teen Idols, Full
Leather Jacket (Honest Don's/Fat Wreck) ... David Wilcox, What You
Whispered (Vanguard) ... · ·
.
... all dates are tentati.ve.

~;~~~¥!¥lj
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Wednesday, Aug. 30

Friday, Sept. 1

Dope
w/ Fly banger & Ultraspank
@Bogart's

The Jayhawks
@Bogart's

·· Thursday, Aug. 31
Sister7
@Top Cat's

Sunday, Sept. 3
Eve6
@ Sawyer.Point

~,~~.
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· Pat McGee Band
Shine
(Giant Records) ·

N

Pat McGee Barid, ari overachiev- ·
ing and underrated bunch of play·ers fro~ the hills ofVirginia. : .~
Exhibit A: Shine, one'ofthe best
. albums you've never heard of.
Shine, McGee's most progres· 'sive and palatable album yitt, feac
tures 13 original songs; including
a punched--up remake of
"Rebecca," an earthy acoustic
staridout from his 1995 album.
The revamped "Rebecca" brings
·in a piano and adds backing vocals for a thicker, more musically
·
·fl ourish.
·
·
· textured
Other than '~Rebecca's" pres-

ence, Shine has no sho_rtageoffe~lgood music. In fact, even-the sad
and sedous tracks on still· possess
Southern Rock's unsung. · a. comforting.. sing-along-ability..
heroesdeliveraclassic
After a few playings ofthis CD,
· you'll probably find yourself
·· Despite the anti~country mu- chiming in along with McGee~s
. sic prejudice of many of us.North~ . easy, clear-as-a-bell inflection.
erners, the popularity of the ..imp.Although now more. popish genre known· as "southern friendly, McGee hasn't yet
rock" is not las~ on us ..
cracked into mainstream ~adio
· Your honor, I present to you the airplay. However, if Shine were
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.to spawn a radio release, my
money would be on "Hero." This
track' features a Ha.mmorid B-3
. organ and a soaring yet catchy
choral hook.
.
Throughout, McGee proves
himself an excellent. songwriter,
his talent buoyed by the proficiency of his bandrnates.- ·
McGee's music often reflects
on the thoughts oflovers with distance between them. Notable
among these is Track 12, "I .
Know." Mournful guitars and
. make this
heartrending lyrics
. song an especially powerful one:

Goldfinger
Stomping· Ground

(Mojo Records)

tarist Charlie's sporadic guitar
and newcomer Kelly LeMieux's
· solid bassline.
An acoustic guitar holds a steady
rhythm while introducing tracks
such as "Forgiveness," "Margaret
Ann" and "San Simeon," the latter
of which uses a Hawaiian sound to .......
express the notion of a paradise.
Also notable are .the characteristic angry hardcore outings. "Bro"
has a nifty - and rare- ska-like
breakdown, which erupts into a
thunderous chorus that demands to
be chante d at 11ve
. shows. L'k
·
1 ewtse,.
"The End of the Day" jamsjustifi-

"I know, I won't be there tomor·.~·;,.~.~.·.·.1.
_...~ ·.,_•.·".' ;_ ~.: :;· .1,·.~ -!:'. ,;_·J
row I I know, 1·wasn't there today
, : . ··....
I These times, are harder than they
used to be and now I I'm fine, if
.L:A~ quartet's third
you're still thinking of me."
releasejettisonsskain
Sometimes somber, often upsearch of new styles
lifting; always entertaining, Shine
does, iit fact, shine. ·
Somewhere along the line
~Jonathan Mosko, since · l993's Hang
Ups,
·Editor-in-Chief .. Goldfinger .decided they did not
want to play ska anymore. Can a
.band that thrives on the punk/ska :
blend abandon their roots and still
produce a good album? The an~
swer is a definite "yes," as is exhibited by Stomping Grou1id,
which
propels
Goldfinger
songwriting to new heights.
It is clear Goldfinger does not ·
want to be regarded simply as a
.punk band. Sto11iping Ground does
not hesitate to depart from the constricting fast beat and p9wer chord
formula that is so characteristic of
punk rock.
"Carry On" is a spacey track in
which singer John Feldman's distorted vocals meander through gui1

..........·..

cation for Goldfinger's evolving
sound down listeners' throats as
Feldman preaches, "You try to de-·
fine what my music should be/ like
you'reanauthority/l'llneverneed
your help."
Despite the overall different
sound; Stomping Ground stays true
toclassic·Goldfirigerwithsomeof
the more mediocre tracks. "I'm
Down" is a dull blend of punk with
minimal ska. "Pick A Fight" and
"Don't Say Goodbye" are slightly
more proficient, but stili unremarkable.
As the CD nears the end, listeners are treated to a revitalized punk
version of the SO's classic, "99 Red
Balloons," complete with a verse
in German .
Stomping Ground is a group of
punk rockers exploring the farthest
reaches of their musical· ability a shot of adrenaline irito a dying
scene where originality _nas become
scarce. Rock on, Golafinger.
-Mike· Kolzlbecker
Diversions Editor

Test your 80's movie knowledge!
We here at the Diversions Section hold a special place in our hearts for the
culture that emerged during the great decade of the 1980s.
To kick off the semester, we invite you to share with us in a celebration qf '80s
movie quotes. The first person to correctly identify the movies that cJaim bwnership to these quotes will receive a free CD from the Diversions drawer. Call 7452878 and leave a message on the voice mail. Hang loose, dude!
.. ,,.:,!,1{]::

i"Now you see that evil will always triumph because good is dumb."
Free
Check Card

Online
Banking

Free Initial
Set of.50
Checks.

24 hour,
7 day a week
Banking

Checking_
Account

Savings
Account

Just for fun, let's pretend your starting salary is less than a billion dollars. Won't you
be happy you opened a· PNC Bank Student Plan?With values like a savings account
and a free PNC Bank Check Card and conveniences like 24 hour, 7 d~y a week banking
and over 2,800 ATMs, we'll make sure you're well-prepared. To learn how, call PNC Bank
at 1-888-PNC-BANK, stop by your local office, or visit pncbank.com. Oh, and if you
are making a billion dollars, remember: we're always looking for some new investors.

::bJ·~·Pgot a question: If you guys know so much about women, how
come you're here at, like, a Gas 'n Sip on a Saturday night, completely
alone drinking beers with .no women anywhere?"
-"By choice. Yeah, choose to refuse, man."

t~Th'l~ 1i'S Ohio- if you don't have a brewski in your hand you might
as well be wearing a dress."
·
-l:<fliiffios Nazis. I hate Illinois Nazis."

f~t!cflJote John Lennon. 'I don't believe in Beatles i just believe in
me.' A good point there, after all' he was the walrus. I could be the
walrus, I'd still have.to bum rides off of people.''
S1Row come Andrew gets to get up? If he gets up, we'll all get up,
IT'LL BE ANARCHY!''.

0.PNCBAN<
MEMBER FDIC

. The Thinking Behind The· Money.

-

S•We•Hltiave more luck playing pick-up sticks with our butt-cheeks
than we will getting a flight out of here before daybreak."

~.~~A~tborrow vour underpants'for 10 ·~inutes?'"·

-

~
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August 30

Sigh. Let's all take a moment
out of our day to deny the reality
that we are back in classes and remember what our Roman calendars
refer to as summer. The days of
.beaches, Little League, skinny dipping in my neighbor's pool ~ith
the girl next door as we explore the
wonders of our changing bodies
until she decides to explore the
·wonders of Mike's changing body,
that punk kid from two streets over
who just got pegs on the front of
his Huffy, ice cream cones, me and
Huck raftin' down the Mississip.'
Not a care in the world. No classes~
no syllabi, just good ol' fashioned
laziness. Granted most of us probably worked this summer because
summer offers us our only oppor. tunity to earn money~ so we slave
in a job we really don't like for less
money then we know we're worth.
But, it is all for naught. Xavier has
welcomed us back with open arms
and new locations for every major
student congregation area on campus. Sigh.
So, my friend orders me this free
coffee pot, right. It's supposed to
arrive in four to six Weeks. That
was in February. So, I'm havin!
trouble stay in' awake without my
coffee, and just when I am starting
to worry that narcolepsy is setting
in, what should appear? No more
than a mecca of caffeine and cream
just minutes ~way. That's right..
The International Coffee Hour is
back for another year. You'll find
relief and conversation at the
Romero Center (formerly the Light
House) at 3:30 p.m.

i000;f1•14)~
August 31
Dearly beloved, we are gathered here today to mourn the loss
of our much loved, seldom appreciated University Center. No
longer will we use words such as

By Adam Ziemkiewicz To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122
or .mail to ML 2129.

Regis Room, OKI, Downunder or
Liberace. No longer ~ill we enjoy
the scenery of Victory Parkway
while we eat, or marvel at the aged
perfection of the theater. However, on the bright side, when the
GallagherCenteropens we'll all be
smashing watermelons with oversized mallets on a daily basis. I
can't wait for the opening cer- ·
emony.

FRIDAY
September 1
I always wanted to be invol.ved
in an international spy ring. And
by ring, I mean a rather large covert operation where all of my fellow spies have names like Detox,
and Five Alive, and we are forced
to camp for months in a secluded
spot in the Alps and live off of distilled urine and goat feces while
eventually saving the world from
guerilla warfare. Then; when we·
come back to America we would
be thrown an International Welcome Back Picnic, which is just
what the Romero Center is doing
for all of the returning spies, er, I
mean, international students at
3:30 p.m. I just hope they don't
ask for my night vision goggles
back.
September is Subliminal Mar.keting Month, and, I know what
you're probably sendmohey thinking. You're thinkin& that lotsof
money there is no truth to subliminal advertising. There's about as
m1.1ch truth to maillocation2129 to
that as say the chances.the new
apartment complex being built will
. finish on schedule. Since it is my
job to inform rewardmewithcash
the students I just thought I would
let you know the dangers in this
world, and feel free to pay me
properly for this public service.

Silly me, I almost forgot. This
i.s the first official weekend back
oh campus, not cou~ting last
weekend when freshmen got to
try and use their fake i.d.'s for the
first time. What better way to ring
in the new school year than with
Fun, Food, Music and Games on
the residential mall from l p.m.un- ·
ti! 4 p.m. SAC is sponsoring
"School Daze," where you can let
off some steam after a grueling first
.week of waking up for class. I wonder if Kid n' Play will be there?

~1ij ill.~ •Jl\'i

their dearly departed brothers from
a tomato and molasses afterlife.
Student Activities Council will be
serving up the pork parts, courtesy of Chili's, from 6 p.m. until 10
p.m. in the University Village Apts.
Gazebo. They're calling itRibFest,
and I heard they're hiring Adam
and Eve lookalikes for the· afterhours entertainment. You'll want
to be there because you and Tony
Gwynn might win a trip to South
Padrelsland. Where else could
you get good food and a baseball
legend?

SUNDAY
September 3

September 2

start at 9:05 p.m. But, if you plan
on going down with all of your new
. friends for the colored lights in the
sky, I suggest you takethe aforementioned buses which will be
leaving from the bottm:n of the residential mall and returning you
safely back home at entirely' no
charge. It's a pretty good deal. I
would probably chargefor you to
. see me in my bathtub.

l~C•l~l•1l\11
September 4
Finally, those slave drivers in
the scheduling office give us a day
off. I don't think I could have made
it through one more. day of classes.
I would like to send this special
note to my mother, who married my
father, offered herself.in a virgin
·.sacrifice, carried me to term
through morning sickness and
Romper Rqom, forced all eight
pounds 19 ounces of manchild out
of her uterus, and taught me how
to tie my shoes. What better way
to enjoy Labor Day then by reminding ourselves how painful it
must have been for our mothers.
Mom, in honor of this day, I will
clean out my navel.

!
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. I was taking a bath with my
clothes on the other day, when it
occurred to me what an innovaDue to the fact I have an enortive idea it would be if my tub were
mous amount of space to fill this
the ·size of, I don't know, say, the
week, I will again inform you of
Ohio River, and someone were to
another event commemorated this
·shoot fireworks off in my bathroom
month. It's National Little League
which just happened to be the size
Month, where we take a momen~
out of each day to remember that · of the atmosphere. Then, I bet I
could get people to come and hang
prepubescent sport where my faSepterrzber
out in my bathroom for an entire
ther would get drunk and tell me I
would never make the big leagues
day and spend a lot of money on
When you sit at a computer for
be.er and whatnot.. Then, somean ex.tended period of time, you
with a s"Ying like that, and I had fo
one with incredible foresight, like
wear a jock strap for reasons I
can begin to see things that
SAC, would bring-students to my
didn't understand while I cried
maybe aren't there. Like, for ineverytime I was up at the plate bebathroom on several omnibuses
stance, just a few mfoutes ago, I
cause all I wanted to do was play
from 4 p.m. until 8 p.m., and then · saw a man walk by who looked
pong, but I played for five years
pick them up afterward, so they
suspiciously like Dwuane Wayne
anyway because my mom bribed · . don'tstart using my q-tips or stealfromTV's "A Different World." I
me with chocolate milkshakes ifI
ing my toilet paper; If none of that
run outs.ide to ask for his automade any sense to you whatsodidn't strike out. Long live the alugraph, and he signs my piece of
. ever, read the next paragraph.
minum Easton bat that gave ine so
paper, but when I ge.t back inside
many bruises.
to bask in the glory of.my prize, I
lt'sRiverFest Time!!! (I used
find that he wrote: "Cucumb.ers for
· In the movie "Babe: Pig in the
three exclamation marks, so· you
sale, everything must go! Jbrdan
City," Babe tells one of the chimknow it's· got to be important!) . Merriweather." Who knew
panzees: "I'm not a pork pie. I'm
There will be music (Eve 6), there . Dwuane Wayne would be forced
not any kind of pie. I'm a pig on a · will be acrobatic canines who love
to .resort to selling· cue.umbers in
mission." Well, just like Babe was
hamburgers and the breakfast buf· Cincinnati on a Tuesday. I guess
on a mission, ifl were SAC, I would
fet (Frisch's Frisbee Dog Show),
it's true what they say about fame:
be careful of some other pigs on a
and there most cer:tainly will be
"It's a different world than ·where . qc
mission from local farms to save
some big honkin' fireworks which
you come from."
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. Classified ads are 25 cents per word with a $6 minimum .. To place your classified ad in The
Newswire call the advertising department and ask for Beth Cioffena, at (513)745-3561 or send an
e-mail to newswireads@yahoo.com
·

Make your own hours! Sell
Spring Break 2001 trips. Highest Commissions. Lowest
prices~ No cost to you. Travel
free including food, drink and
non-stop parties!!! World class
vacations, 2000 student travel
planners "top producer" &
MTV's choice. Call (800)2224432.
Babysitter wanted In Blue
Ash home. Own transportation
necessary. References required. Call 733-1388.

Sodexho Marriott Services
is looking for bright, energetic,
out-going student to serve as
marketing intern. Responsibilities include: working with managers to implemen.t promotions, coordinate/create advertising, market research & public relations. If you have strong
computer skills (preferably
graphic), are creative, enjoy
working with customers and
have 5-15 hrs. to give us a
week, this job could be perfect for you! We offer good pay,
flexible hours and benefits
such as free meals. To find out
more or to apply contact: Dan
Yaeger at 985-4847. e-mail:
DanXavier@aol.com, or drop
by our business office. at the
new Cintas center dining hall
during business hours.

Spring break 2001 hiring oncampus reps. Sell trips, earn
cash, go free!!! Student travel
services is America's #1 student tour operator for Jamaica,
Mexico, Bahamas, Europe &
Florida. (800)648·4849 or
www.gospringbreak.com.

FOR RENT
.

'

Looking for a house for In~
vestment? Xavier area. 4.'5
BR's, new siding, gutters,
offstreet parking. Rehab In process. Call Pam at 531-3633.

VACATION
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Cancun, Bahamas, Florida
& Jamaica. Call Sun Coast Vacations for a free brochure and
ask how you can organize a
small group & Eat, Drink,
Travel Free & Earn Cash! Call
(800)777-4642 or e·mail
sales(@suncoastvacatiO!lS.com.
Spring Break! Deluxe Ho·
tels, Reliable Air, Free FOod,
Drinks and Parties! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Mazatlan
& Florida. Travel Free & Earn
Cashl Do It' on the Web! Go
to StudentClty.com or call
(800)293-1443 for info.

This space for rent.
~all

745-3561,· ask for Beth.

